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SEA CONTROL THROUGH THE EYES OF THE PERSON WHO DOES IT

A Theoretical Field Analysis

Christofer Waldenström

This article suggests a new perspective on the old problem of protecting ships at sea, for two reasons. First, although screen tactics and other defensive measures have been developed and used for many years, this new perspective will be useful in addressing two developments since the late nineteenth century: attackers are no longer just other ships but also aircraft, submarines, and, recently, missiles with very long ranges launched from the land; also, torpedo boats, coastal submarines, and mines have complicated operations in congested and archipelagic waters. The second reason for a new approach is that in order to support commanders in the problems of sea control we need to study the issues they encounter while solving them. This requires a description of each task that commanders have to do; without such a description it becomes difficult to determine which actions lead to increased control and which to loss of control, which in turn makes it harder to identify whether commanders are running into trouble and if so, why. The new analytical method introduced here represents an attempt at such a description. As such, it may enrich and extend traditional thinking about sea control and how to achieve it, especially in littoral waters.

Sea control is generally associated with the protection of shipping, and it refers normally either to a stationary patch of water, such as a strait, or to a region around a moving formation of ships. Today it is quite well understood how to protect such a region of water. To handle aircraft and missiles, defenses are organized in several layers, with an outer layer of combat air
patrols to take out enemy aircraft before they can launch their weapons. Next is a zone where long- and short-range surface-to-air missiles take down missiles that the enemy manages to fire. Any “leakers” are to be handled by soft-kill and hard-kill point defenses—for example, jammers, chaff, and close-in weapon systems. For submarines and surface vessels the logic is similar, but here maneuver is also an option. Since the attacking surface ship or submarine moves at about the same speed as the formation, it is possible to stay out of reach of the enemy. Maneuver seeks to deny detection and targeting and to force attacking surface ships and submarines to operate in ways in which they cannot muster enough strength to carry out their mission or are more easily detected.

A prerequisite of a successful layered defense is detection of the enemy far enough out that all the layers get a chance to work. The restricted space of congested and archipelagic waters, however, may prevent the outer “strainers” from acting on the enemy. This gives small, heavily armed combatants opportunities to hide, perhaps among islands, and fire their weapons from cover, leaving only point defenses to deal with the oncoming missiles and torpedoes, with little room for maneuver. This increases the risk of saturation of defense systems and may allow weapons to penetrate.

The problems associated with archipelagic and coastal environments have been recognized since the introduction of the mobile torpedo. The torpedo gave small units the firepower to destroy ships much larger than themselves and made it possible for a small fleet to challenge a larger one, at least if it did not have to do so on the open ocean. To deal with such an inshore threat, the British naval historian and strategist Sir Julian Corbett suggested in 1911 that a “flotilla” of small combatants had to be introduced to deal with this type of warfare, because capital ships could no longer approach defended coasts, as they had when ships of the line dueled with forts. Today, the introduction of long-range missiles, mines, stealth design, and the ability to coordinate the efforts of land-, sea-, and air-based systems have further intensified this threat.

Littoral environments seem to change the problem of sea control, at least in some aspects. Sensors, weapons, and tactics developed to handle threats on the open ocean may be less appropriate in congested and archipelagic waters. Radar and sonar returns are cluttered, missile seekers are confused, and targeting is complicated by the existence of islands and coastlines close to the ships to be protected. The land-sea environment introduces variables that make the sea-control problem hard to solve using methods developed for an open ocean. As the uncertainties and intangibles mount up, quantitative approaches become less feasible, and we can only rely on human judgment. That is why it is important to study what commanders find difficult when executing sea-control missions in littoral environments.
It has been shown to be fruitful, when studying the problems people face when trying to solve a task, to have a model of the task that describes what the decision maker is required to do. Whether that task description takes the form of a document—a formal description or formula—or an expert, the approach is similar—you compare people’s behavior to the description and try to identify where and why they differ. Since experts differ, formal descriptions are preferable, if feasible. For the sea-control task, the description can either list the problems that the commander must solve in order to get ships safely to their destinations or define the variables of interest and the states they must be in for sea control to be considered established.

To get a description of what is required to establish sea control one can study what doctrine has to say. A major U.S. Navy doctrinal publication, Naval Warfare, characterizes sea control as one of the service’s core capabilities and states that it “requires control of the surface, subsurface, and airspace and relies upon naval forces’ maintaining superior capabilities and capacities in all sea-control operations. It is established through naval, joint, or combined operations designed to secure the use of ocean and littoral areas by one’s own forces and to prevent their use by the enemy.” British Maritime Doctrine has a similar description of sea control: “Sea control is the condition in which one has freedom of action to use the sea for one’s own purposes in specified areas and for specified periods of time and, where necessary, to deny or limit its use to the enemy. . . . Sea control includes the airspace above the surface and the water volume and seabed below.” A North Atlantic Treaty Organization publication, Allied Joint Maritime Operations, relates the level of control to the level of risk: “The level of sea control required will be a balance between the desired degree of freedom of action and the degree of acceptable risk.” Two academic analysts offer a more minimalistic view, arguing that tying the definition of sea control to specific military objectives creates contrasts between the challenges posed by, for example, littoral environments and blue-water environments. To accommodate these contrasts and allow for the full range of operations, they put forward “the use of the sea as a maneuver space to achieve military objectives” as a definition of sea control.

However, two issues make it hard to use these descriptions for studying the problems commanders face in sea-control tasks. To say so is not to criticize their doctrinal utility but rather to point out that for the purposes of this article, their meanings need to be expressed in a somewhat more formal way. The first issue is related to how the definitions describe when sea control has been established. All these definitions describe sea control from a general perspective, as a state, implying a line between when that state has been reached and when it has not. As result, it would be possible to use such a description to determine whether sea control has been established, at least in theory. A necessary precondition of such
a description, however, is that it contain concepts—or to be more specific, a set of variables—that can be observed from the outside. For each variable there must be specified the value it must have, or the condition it must be in, in order to say that the overall state has been reached. Only then are we able to use the definition to measure whether a commander has succeeded in establishing sea control.

The second issue regards the “general,” “outside” perspective that characterizes all these descriptions—a conceptual view, detached from the environment, the task, and the decision maker. In a sea-control task, however, several factors, variables, need to be considered in order to determine the degree to which the commander has managed to solve it: geography, type and duration of the operation, the enemy’s units and weapons, own resources, and the size of the region are just a few examples. A description covering all possible aspects of sea control and all possible situations would probably be quite complicated, containing many variables and many states; new variables not considered at the beginning might even have to be added as they arise.\(^\text{13}\) This is not an attractive situation for a scientific concept. Another approach would go in the other direction, stripping the definition of variables and formulating it on a very general level (the academic definition cited above is such an attempt).\(^\text{14}\) Such a definition covers a wide range of situations, but it is not very specific and provides no guidance as to when sea control has been established.

It would seem, then, that defining sea control from a general perspective is not helpful for present purposes. The point is to not separate the definition of sea control from the person trying to achieve it, or from the environment, or from the task. Such a definition would assume the perspective of the commander, describe sea control as a task that the commander has to accomplish, and lay out what is required to accomplish that task.\(^\text{15}\) Such a definition could, as we have postulated about the analytical definition we need, either describe the problems that the commander must solve in order to protect the ships or be a representation of the sea-control task. Such a description would allow systematic investigation of the effects of different tasks and different environments on the commander’s ability to establish sea control.

In fact, I argue, to investigate the concept empirically, sea control is best described from the inside. Taking the perspective of commanders trying to achieve control makes it possible to investigate systematically the problems they face and in turn, perhaps, to derive guidance for the design of training and support systems. The point of departure for such a description is the idea that securing control at sea is analogous to establishing a “field of safe travel,” a concept that has been proposed to describe the behavior of automobile drivers.\(^\text{16}\) This approach can be useful for investigating the problems commanders at sea face, and it may enrich and extend traditional thinking about sea control and how to achieve it, especially in littoral waters.
THE FIELD OF SAFE TRAVEL

Driving a car has been described analytically as locomotion through a terrain or a field of space. The primitive function of locomotion is to move an individual from one point of space to another, the “destination.” In the process obstacles are met, and locomotion must be adapted to avoid them—collision may lead to bodily injury. Locomotion by some device, such as a vehicle, is, at this level of abstraction, no different from walking, and accordingly it is chiefly guided by vision. This guidance is given in terms of a path within the visual field of the individual, such that obstacles are avoided and the destination is ultimately reached.

The visual field of a driver is selective, in that the elements of the field that are pertinent to locomotion stand out and are attended to, while irrelevant elements recede into the background. The most important part of this pertinent field is the road. It is within the boundaries of the road that the “field of safe travel” exists. The field of safe travel is indefinitely bounded and at any given moment comprises all the possible paths that the car may take unimpeded (see figure 1). The field of safe travel can be viewed as a “tongue” that sticks out along the road in front of the car. Its boundaries are determined by objects that should be avoided. An object has valence, positive or negative, in the sense that we want to move toward some (positive valence) and away from others (negative valence). Objects of negative valence have a sort of halo of avoidance, which can be represented by “lines of clearance” surrounding it. The closer to the object the line is, the greater the intensity of avoidance it represents. The field of safe travel itself has positive valence, the more so along its midline.

The field of safe travel is a spatial field. It is, however, not fixed in physical space but moves with the car through space. The field is not merely a subjective experience of the driver but exists objectively as an actual field in which the car can operate safely, whether or not the driver is aware of it. During locomotion it changes constantly as the road turns and twists. It elongates and contracts, widens and narrows, as objects encroach on its boundaries.

It is now possible to investigate how the concept of a “field of safe travel” applies to naval warfare. As stated above, the purpose of sea control is to take control of maritime communications, whether for commercial shipping or naval forces. The practical problem for a commander is consequently to protect commercial vessels and warships as they move toward their destinations. These ships will be referred to as “high-value units.”

The analogy is straightforward: to make sure that the high-value units get safely to their destinations the commander must create a “field of safe travel” where they can move without risk of being sunk. At the simplest level, without the complication of hostile opposition, the problem of maneuvering a high-value unit is exactly the same as that of driving a car: make sure that it gets to its destination without running into something (that is, for a vessel, colliding or running
aground). As such, there is no difference between a high-value unit’s field of safe travel and an automobile’s.

The fields of individual ships are, however, not of interest here and will not be further discussed; our focus is the field of the commander of the naval operation. In that field, the most pertinent element of the environment is not the terrain (though coasts and islands delimit how the ships can move) but the enemy. Consequently, the boundaries of the commander’s field of safe travel are determined most importantly by enemy units that threaten to sink the commander’s high-value units (see figure 2). In contrast to fixed objects in a driver’s field of safe travel, islands and coastlines may actually have positive valences for a commander, as they can offer protection. Nevertheless, the definition of the field remains the same: the commander’s field of safe travel comprises all the possible paths that the high-value units can take unimpeded.

Though the analogy is straightforward, there are several differences between the driver’s field of safe travel and that of the commander. First, the driver of a car has limited ability to influence the shape of the field of safe travel and can only see and react to obstacles that encroach on the field. Commanders, on the other hand, can actively shape the field of safe travel and have powerful means...
to do so: they can scout threatening areas to determine whether enemy units are present, and if they detect a threat they can eliminate it by applying deadly force. Second, the commander is up against an enemy who means to do harm. An opponent who uses cover and deception can make it more difficult to establish the requisite field.

Third, the commander’s field of safe travel cannot, like the field of a driver of an automobile, be directly perceived; it is too vast. Instead, the commander must derive the field, using data provided by sensors carried by the units in the force. As will be seen later, this difference complicates matters for the commander. Nevertheless, it is important at this point to notice that the field of safe travel is not merely a subjective experience of the commander but exists as an objective field where the commander’s ships can move safely.

THE MINIMUM SAFETY ZONE
In driving, collisions are avoided by one of two methods—changing the direction or stopping the locomotion. Changing direction is done by steering. Sometimes, however, the field of safe travel is cut off, for example, when another car turns onto the road from a side street. In these situations steering is not enough, and the driver has to slow down to avoid a collision. Another field concept describes how drivers decelerate—the “minimum stopping zone,” which denotes the minimum spatial field a driver needs to bring the vehicle to a stop (see figure 1). Deceleration (or the degree of braking) is proportional to the speed at which the forward boundary of the field of safe travel approaches the edge of the minimum stopping zone.
The commander uses a related field concept to determine whether action is needed to prevent the high-value units from being sunk—the “minimum safety zone” (see figure 3). The minimum safety zone is a field the size of which is determined by the range of a specific enemy weapon; there exists one minimum safety zone for each type of enemy weapon. The field denotes how close to the high-value units an enemy unit carrying that weapon can be allowed before the enemy unit can sink the high-value units using that specific weapon. For example, suppose an enemy ship has an antiship gun with a range of ten thousand meters. In this case, the minimum safety zone for that gun would be a circle with a radius of ten thousand meters around each high-value unit.

From this it follows that there exist as many fields of safe travel as there are minimum safety zones; minimum safety zones and fields of safe travel always come in pairs. For example, the enemy may have a long-range antiship missile that can be fired from surface ships and a medium-range torpedo that can be fired from submarines. This creates two separate pairs of fields of safe travel and minimum safety zones—one for the antiship missile and one for the torpedo. Consequently, to make sure that the high-value unit is not sunk, *each minimum safety zone must be completely contained within its corresponding field of safe travel* for the duration of the voyage.

Also, the shape of the minimum safety zone varies according to the type of weapon it represents (see figure 3). The shape is determined by the relative speeds of the weapon and the target and their relative headings when the weapon is fired. Suppose a high-speed antiship missile is fired toward a slow-moving high-value unit (see figure 3a). It will take the missile about five minutes to reach its target if the speed of the missile and the range to the target are, respectively, 645 knots and about fifty-four nautical miles. The distance the high-value unit can move during this time at twenty-five knots is about four thousand meters. Thus, the
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The dotted line denotes the minimum safety zone. Its size is determined by the range of an enemy weapon. The minimum safety zone must be completely contained within its corresponding field of safe travel for the duration of the transit, or there will be a risk of loss. In (b) the shape of the minimum safety zone depends on the relative velocities (speed and firing angle) of the weapon and high-value units. To fire a torpedo when the target is moving away, the submarine must come much closer than must a submarine firing at a target moving toward it.
difference in time between when the missile is fired with the high-value unit heading toward it or moving away is negligible; the minimum safety zone can be considered circular. Now consider firing a medium-range torpedo at the same high-value unit. The torpedo has a speed of, say, fifty knots and a range of twenty-five nautical miles. If the enemy unit fires this torpedo when the high-value unit is heading toward it the theoretical range becomes about thirty-seven nautical miles (it takes thirty minutes for the torpedo to travel its maximum distance, in which time the high-value unit can move 12.5 nautical miles closer). On the other hand, if it fires when the high-value unit is moving away, the range drops to only 12.5 nautical miles. Thus, the shape of the minimum safety zone for the torpedo will be more or less elliptical, with the high-value unit positioned toward its far end (see figure 3b).

What minimum safety zone the commander uses when encountering a new contact depends on how well the contact is classified. If the commander knows what type of enemy unit is approaching, the proper, specific minimum safety zone is applied. If there is uncertainty, the commander must assume the largest minimum safety zone for that class of contacts. For example, if the commander knows that only surface ships can carry long-range antiship missiles, the minimum safety zone for those missiles must be assumed for an unidentified radar contact—that is, of the class of surface contacts. For the submarine screen, however, the minimum safety zone can be based on the medium-range torpedo—the class of underwater contacts.

For the driver of an automobile, braking is a reaction to the threat of crashing into an object and it is initiated when the forward boundary of the field of safe travel recedes toward the minimum stopping zone. In a similar way, the commander of a naval operation reacts when the field of safe travel recedes toward the minimum safety zone—that is, when a threat develops toward the high-value units. In contrast to the automobile driver, however, the commander has three ways of handling a threat: move the high-value units away from the threat, order subordinate units to take action against the threat, or receive the attack and defend. Either way, to establish whether a threat is developing, the commander must be able to determine whether the field of safe travel is receding toward the minimum safety zone.

THE FIELD OF SENSORS
To determine whether the field of safe travel is receding toward the minimum safety zone, the commander must be able to observe the objects present in the naval battlefield. Today, the naval battlefield comprises more than just the surface of the sea. Threats of all sorts can come from either beneath the surface or above it. The driver of a car determines from the pertinent visual field whether the field of safe travel is receding toward the minimum stopping zone. For a commander,
however, it is not possible to perceive directly the elements of the operations area—the naval battlefields are far too vast. Instead, as noted above, the objects present have to be inferred, on the basis of sensor data.\textsuperscript{23}

Thus, there exists a “field of sensors” that the commander uses to establish whether the field of safe travel approaches the edge of the minimum safety zone. The field of sensors is an objective spatial field the boundaries of which are determined by the union of the coverage of all sensors that provide data to the commander. The importance of the sensor field is also emphasized in one theory of perception-based tactics that has been advanced (though without discussion of its spatial dimensions).\textsuperscript{24} As the sensors that build up the field have different capabilities to detect and classify objects, the field of sensors will consequently consist of regions in which objects can be, variously, detected and classified with varying reliability. (These regions could be seen as fields in their own right, but for now we will leave them as is.) Nevertheless, to establish the boundary of the field of safe travel and determine whether it is receding toward the minimum safety zone, the commander must organize the field of sensors in such way that it is possible both to detect contacts and to classify them as nonhostile before they get inside the minimum safety zone.

\textit{Factors Limiting Detection}

Several factors limit the detection of enemy units. First, terrain features can provide cover. Units that hide close to islands are difficult to detect with radar. In a similar way, a submarine that lies quietly on the bottom is difficult to distinguish from a rock formation with sonar. The weather is another factor: high waves make small targets difficult to detect; fog and rain reduce visibility for several sensors, such as visual, infrared, and radar; and temperature differences between layers in the atmosphere and in the water column influence how far sensors can see or hear. Yet another factor is stealth, or camouflage, whereby units are purposely designed to be difficult to detect with sensors. Sharp edges on a ship’s hull reflect radar waves in such ways that they do not return to the transmitting radar in detectable strength. Units are painted to blend into the background, propulsion systems are made silent, ships’ magnetic fields are neutralized, and exhaust gases are cooled—all to reduce the risk of detection. Being aware of these factors makes it possible for commanders to use them to advantage. Units might be positioned close to islands while protecting the field of safe travel, or the high-value units might select a route that will force the enemy units to move out at sea, thus making themselves possible to detect.

\textit{Factors Limiting Classification}

To avoid being classified, the basic rule is to not emit signals that allow the enemy to distinguish a unit from other contacts around it. Often naval operations are
conducted in areas where neutral or civilian vessels are present, and this makes it difficult to tell which contacts are hostile. To complicate matters, the enemy can take advantage of this. For example, an enemy unit can move in radar silence in normal shipping lanes and mimic the behavior of merchants, so as to be difficult to detect using radar and electronic support measures. Suppressing emissions, however, only works until the unit comes inside the range where the force commander would expect electronic support measures to classify its radar—no merchant ever travels radar silent. To detect potential threats the commander establishes a “picture” of the normal activities in the operations area. Behavior that deviates from the normal picture is suspect and will be monitored more closely. Thus, contacts that behave as other contacts do will be more difficult to classify.

THE FIELD OF WEAPONS
As mentioned above, the commander has three choices for handling a detected threat: move the high-value units away from the threat, take action to eliminate the threat, or receive the attack and defend. In the two latter cases the threat can be eliminated either by disabling it or by forcing it to retreat. Either way, the commander must have a weapon that can reach the target with the capability to harm it sufficiently. It is immaterial what type of weapon it is or from where it is launched, as long as it reaches the target and harms it sufficiently. Thus, the weapons carried by the commander’s subordinate units, or any other unit from which the commander can request fire support, create a “field of weapons” in which targets can be engaged. Like the field of sensors, the field of weapons is a spatial field, bounded by the union of the maximum weapon ranges carried by all units at the commander’s disposal. The field of weapons is further built up by the variety of weapons, which means that the field consists of different regions capable of handling different targets. For example, there will be regions capable of engaging large surface ships, regions capable of destroying antiship missiles, and other regions capable of handling submarines. Nevertheless, to prevent the high-value units from being sunk, the field of weapons must be organized in such way that it is possible to take action against hostile units and missiles before they get inside their corresponding minimum safety zones. For example, the threat posed by air-to-surface missiles can be dealt with by protecting two minimum safety zones. The commander can take out the enemy aircraft before they get a chance to launch the missile—that is, shoot down the aircraft before they enter the minimum safety zone created by the range of the missile they carry. If this fails the commander can take down the missiles before they hit the high-value units—that is, shoot down the missiles before they get inside the minimum safety zone created by the distance at which the missile can do damage to the high-value units.
It is now possible to specify how the fields of sensors and weapons work together: the field of sensors and the field of weapons must be organized in such a way that for each field of safe travel hostile units can be detected, classified, and neutralized before they enter the corresponding minimum safety zone. One scholar of naval tactics and scouting touches on what can serve as an illustration. Closest to the ships that should be protected is a zone of control where all enemies must be destroyed; outside the zone of control is a zone of influence or competition, something like a no-man's-land. Outside the zone of influence is a zone of interest where one must be prepared against a detected enemy. Scouting in the first region seeks to target; in the second, to track; and in the third, to detect. Important to notice is that the field of sensors and the field of weapons are carried by, tied to, the commander’s units, which simultaneously bring the fields to bear with respect to all pairs of fields of safe travel and minimum safety zones. This complicates matters for the commander. As the fields of safe travel and minimum safety zones are stacked, actions taken to tackle a threat to one minimum safety zone may create problems for another. The competition of units between the pairs of minimum safety zones and fields of safe travel may lead to a situation where a managed air-warfare problem creates a subsurface problem. This bedevilment is not unknown to the naval warfare community: “The tactical commander is not playing three games of simultaneous chess; he is playing one game on three boards with pieces that may jump from one board to another.”

To illustrate the problem, suppose that the situations in figure 3 occur simultaneously; there is both a surface and a subsurface threat to the high-value unit. In this case the field of sensors has to be organized so that contacts can be detected and classified in a circular field with a radius of a hundred kilometers (for the antiship missile, figure 3a) and also within a smaller and elliptical field (figure 3b, in the torpedo case). For example, radars and electronic support measures have to be deployed to detect and identify surface contacts, while sonar and magnetic-anomaly detection have to be used to secure the subsurface field. Accordingly, the field of weapons has to be organized so that contacts can be engaged before entering the respective minimum safety zones—antisubmarine weapons for subsurface threats and antiship weapons for surface threats.

Not only weapons can be used to shape the field of safe travel; another means to influence it is deception. Deception takes advantage of the inertia inherent in naval warfare. First, there is the physical inertia whereby a successful deception draws enemy forces away from an area, giving an opportunity to act in that area before the enemy can move back. Second, there is the cognitive inertia of the enemy commander. It takes some time before the deception is detected, which gives further time. Deception can, thus, be seen as a deliberate action within the enemy’s field of sensors to shape the field of safe travel to one’s own advantage. For successful deception it is necessary that commanders understand how their
own actions will be picked up by the enemy’s field of sensors and that they be aware of both the enemy’s cognitive and physical inertia. The commander has to “play up” a plausible scenario in the enemy’s field of sensors and then give the enemy commander time to decide that action is needed to counter that scenario (cognitive inertia) and then further time to allow the enemy units to move in the wrong direction (physical inertia). The central role of inertia will be further discussed later.

Having defined the fundamental fields it is now possible to formulate what is required from commanders to establish sea control. The skill of securing control at sea consists largely in organizing a requisite set of pairs of correctly bounded minimum safety zones and corresponding fields of safe travel shaped to counter actual and potential threats, and in organizing the field of sensors and field of weapons in such way that that for each field of safe travel, hostile contacts can be detected, classified, and neutralized before they enter the corresponding minimum safety zone.

**FACTORS LIMITING THE FIELD OF SAFE TRAVEL**

So far it has been said that it is the enemy that limits and shapes the field of safe travel. This is, however, not the whole truth. The field of safe travel is also shaped by other physical and psychological factors.

**Terrain Features That Reduce Capability to Detect and Engage Targets.** To be able to sink the high-value unit the enemy must detect, classify, and fire a weapon against it. All this must happen in rapid succession, or the high-value unit may slip out of the weapon’s kill zone. This means that to fire a weapon against the high-value unit the enemy must organize its field of sensors and its field of weapons so that they overlap the high-value unit at the time of weapon release. In this way the field of safe travel is built up by all the paths that take the high-value unit outside the intersection of the enemy’s field of sensors and the enemy’s field of weapons. This further means that the boundaries of the field of safe travel are determined in part by terrain regions where high-value units can go but enemy weapons cannot engage them—for example, an archipelago that provides protection against radar-guided missiles. The boundaries are also determined by the enemy’s capability to detect the high-value units, and thus terrain features can also delimit the field of safe travel in that they protect the high-value units from detection. For example, the archipelago mentioned above also provides protection against detection by helicopter-borne radar, as long as the ships move slowly. (If they start to move quickly, however, they will stand out from the clutter of islands.) It is also important to notice that a minimum safety zone is resized in the same way as the corresponding field of safe travel—if the enemy cannot see the high-value unit or has no weapon that can engage it, the enemy unit can be allowed closer in.
Terrain Regions Where Enemy Units Can Hide. Like enemy units, potential threats also throw out lines of clearance. One such potential threat is a terrain feature where the enemy might have concealed units and from which attacks can be launched (see figure 4a). Such regions—for example, islands where enemy units can hide close to land—contain potential threats. There may or may not be actual threats there, the objective field of safe travel may or may not be clear, but since commanders can only react to their subjective fields, the latter are properly shaped and limited by these barriers.

Enemy Units That Are Spotted and Then Lost. Another potential threat that will radiate clearance lines arises from the movement of enemy units. It is possible for a contact that has been detected and classified to slip out of the field of sensors—for instance, by turning off its radar after being tracked by electronic support measures. The potential movement of such a unit shapes the field of safe travel. Suppose an enemy unit was detected at position $p$ at time $t$ (see figure 4b). As the enemy is outside the field of safe travel, it does not pose a threat to the commander at this time. Now, the contact slips out of the field of sensors, and contact with it is lost. As time passes and the commander fails to reestablish contact, the region where the unit can be is a circle that grows proportionally to the maximum speed of the enemy unit. Eventually the region grows to such a size that it is not possible for the force to pass without the minimum safety zone intersecting with it. In figure 4b the subjective field of safe travel is correctly shaped by the potential threat, but the objective field of safe travel is clear—the enemy unit has turned around and is heading away.

Legal Obstacles and Taboos. The field of safe travel is also limited by international law. One such legal obstacle is the sea territory of neutral states. A neutral state has declared itself outside the conflict the commander is involved in, and

**FIGURE 4**

Terrain features that serve as good attack points for the enemy also radiate lines of clearance, and they shape the field of safe travel (a); enemy units may or may not be present. In (b) the field of safe travel is impinged by the potential location of enemy units. When an enemy unit slips out of the field of sensors, it creates an area of potential threat that grows as time passes. These potential threat areas also determine the boundaries of the commander's subjective field, although here the enemy never encroached on the objective field and is now well clear of it.
this prohibits the parties of the conflict from using its sea territory for purposes of warfare. Such regions delimit the fields of safe travel and thus restrict where the commander’s units can move. On the other hand, they do not pose a threat to the high-value units and can safely be allowed to encroach on the minimum safety zone.

Neutral Units in the Operations Area. Today, as noted, naval operations take place in areas where neutral shipping is present. Like the sea territory of neutral states, neutral shipping is protected by international law. A consequence of this is that neutral shipping in the area also influences the shape of the field of safe travel. The commander is of course prohibited from attacking neutral merchants. This is not a problem in itself—if a certain contact is classified as neutral, we cannot engage it. Nevertheless, it has implications for where high-value units are allowed to move. As neutral shipping cannot be engaged, we are forbidden to use it for cover—for instance, to move so close to a merchant vessel as to make it difficult for the opponent to engage without risk of sinking the merchant. This means that neutral shipping creates “holes” in the field, where combatants are not allowed to move. If the commander does not track the merchant vessels continuously, these holes grow proportionally to the merchants’ maximum speed, as they do for enemy units spotted and then lost.

Mines. Mines shape the field in the same way that ships do. They can be seen as stationary ships with limited weapon ranges; the minimum safety zone for a mine would be the range at which a ship could pass it without being damaged if the mine detonated. Laying mines shapes the commander’s field, and the commander must react, either by taking another route or by actively reshaping the field—that is, by clearing the mines. Clearing mines has the same effect as taking out enemy ships; the field of safe travel expands into the area that has been cleared. Of course, the enemy can use this for purposes of deception, pretending to lay mines, sending a unit zigzagging through a strait, and making sure that the commander’s field of sensors picks this up. If the deception is successful, the commander’s subjective field is shaped incorrectly.

THE COGNITIVE PROBLEMS FACING THE COMMANDER
There are two important aspects that make the commander’s situation different from the automobile driver’s. First, as we have seen, the commander does not have direct perceptual access to the fields in the same way as a driver has. Second, it takes the commander longer to react to changes in the fields and to influence their shapes. Together these properties create a significant cognitive problem.

As mentioned earlier, the commander must access the objects and the environment indirectly. This defines the first problem that has to be solved: How does
one create a representation of the environment, based on information provided by the fleet’s sensors, that allows the commander to see the field of safe travel? The basic building blocks are already in place in the navies of today. To provide the commander with a view of the battlefield, information provided by the fleet’s sensors is merged and displayed on screens in the warships’ combat information centers. The idea is that all ships should share the same merged view of the battlefield—the common operational picture (COP)—to allow unambiguous coordination, tracking, and targeting. At any moment, the COP is the best possible view of the battlefield that the force can produce; it contains all contacts that are tracked by the force, together with information about their types (such as cruisers, destroyers) and identities (unidentified, friendly, or suspect). It is the information provided by COP that the commander uses to see the field of safe travel. The problem, of course, is how best to display the fields. That is an empirical question that remains to be solved elsewhere; nevertheless, we can suggest a beginning.

The second problem with which the commander has to cope is the time it takes to influence the shapes of the fields—they all have some inherent inertia. In principle there is no difference between the tasks the commander must solve and those of a driver of a car. Both must react to changes in the field of safe travel. The major difference lies in the speed with which the shape of the fields changes—the commander’s field changes much more slowly. Its greater inertia arises from the fact that the naval battlefield is large compared to how fast the units in it can move. This is in stark contrast to the situation facing an automobile driver, for whom the field changes quickly but who can react quickly, adapting speed or heading to accommodate the changes. Most of the time this is no problem, because the field does not change faster than the driver can react; if it does, driving becomes dangerous.

The commander faces exactly the same problem. To get the high-value units safely to their destinations, the commander must adapt to changes in the field or take action to shape it appropriately. If the commander does not react in time, enemy units may get to positions where they can engage the high-value units. In that situation, the operation becomes dangerous.

To illustrate the differences, however, consider a driver who in a fraction of a second sees a car pull out at a corner and encroach on the field of safe travel. The driver reacts immediately and starts turning the steering wheel. Instantly the driver’s car starts turning, and after a few moments the new heading brings the car to the middle of the field. Everything is over in a matter of seconds. For a commander the time scale is completely different. A subordinate unit must first detect an approaching enemy. The contact must be checked to make sure it is not the same as an old one, and a new track has to be created at its position. The new track must be sent to the fleet’s information-merge point, where it is integrated in
the COP. The updated COP has to be transmitted to the rest of the fleet, at which point it is possible for the commander to see the change in the field. Now the commander must decide what to do (move away or attack), formulate an order, transmit the order, and make sure that the recipient understands the order. The recipient now has to execute the order. This may include moving to an appropriate position, obtaining targeting information, preparing an appropriate weapon, and then engaging the target. The effects of the action have to be evaluated. Did we hit the target, or did we miss? Scouting the effects of a weapon engagement takes time, and it is only some time thereafter that the effects can be determined. The effects are reported back to the commander, who can then decide whether the actions taken have shaped the field appropriately. It is evident that the time delays facing a commander are on a completely different scale from those of a car driver.

To handle the time delays and make it possible to react in time, the commander must create extra space between the boundary of the field and the edge of the minimum safety zone. How deep this buffer zone must be depends on how fast the commander can react and counter an emerging threat. If units are in position to cover a flank, the readiness on that flank is high, and the buffer zone may be shallow. On an unprotected flank, to which it would take time to move units in case of a threat, the buffer zone has to be deeper. Inertia can, however, also be used to the commander’s advantage. It is possible to concentrate forces in one section of the field, push the enemy back, and make the field bulge out. The bulge creates time for the high-value units to sneak by, while escorting forces regroup and put pressure on another part of the field.

On a superficial level this might seem a simple task. It is, however, well established that time delays are one of the most difficult things for humans to cope with when facing a dynamic decision-making problem.27 This gives reason to believe that time delays in the sea-control task will create problems for the commander. To cope with them the commander must plan ahead. As illustrated, it is sometimes necessary to initiate action hours before it is expected that the effects will be needed. This means that the commander must anticipate potential threats long before they materialize. Areas where the enemy may threaten the high-value units have to be identified beforehand, and offensive action has to be taken to clear that area. Deceptive missions must be conducted to draw the enemy away from critical regions so as to buy time. It is the inertia of naval warfare that forces the commander to shape the field actively. Simply reacting to changes works only if the commander has abundant resources compared to those of the enemy.

STUDYING THE PROBLEMS COMMANDERS FACE IN SEA CONTROL
An early argument of this article was that researchers need a description of the sea-control task to be able to investigate systematically commanders’ performance
in solving it. What does this new approach actually contribute? First, it may guide thinking about sea control, as it explicitly states what variables are of interest and so offers a tool for structured investigation. The variables—the field of safe travel, the minimum safety zone, the field of sensors, and the field of weapons—can be varied systematically to determine the effects of these variations on the commander’s ability to solve the sea-control task. Second, because the variables can be measured from the outside, researchers can observe whether commanders have established sea control without asking them. By this, it is possible to determine whether a commander—who may not be able to see the field of safe travel properly—has failed to establish control. Commanders may believe they have control but do not—that is, their subjective fields cover all minimum safety zones, but the objective fields do not. By backtracking from this event the researcher can analyze and understand why this happened. If several commanders run into the same problem, that problem may be a candidate for training or support. Third, a shared description allows several researchers to approach a problem from the same perspective. This may lead to cumulative growth of knowledge.

As an example of what explicit models can bring to a discipline, consider decision-making research. Here, the behavior of decision makers has been compared to models of rational decision making, such as predicate logic, statistical models, and expected utility. The models all clearly identify the variables that should be considered and specify the values that produce optimal decisions. Of course, it can be debated to what extent such models (or the one suggested here) actually constitute the golden rule for human task behavior. Nonetheless, a large body of research has been produced thanks to models that explicitly describe what researchers should focus on when investigating a given problem.

As an example of how the model proposed here could be used to investigate the sea-control task, we will consider a situation where participants solve versions of the task in simple war games—“microworlds.” The opponents in the games can be humans or algorithms. Human opponents are good for realism, as they may use deception and surprise, while algorithms are good for research reasons, as they allow all participants to face exactly the same opponent. That said, to identify which specific subtasks to address in the experiments we must study what the model puts forward as points of interest. The model suggested here specified that the skill of securing control at sea consists largely in organizing a requisite set of pairs of correctly bounded minimum safety zones and corresponding fields of safe travel shaped to counter actual and potential threats, and in organizing the field of sensors and field of weapons in such a way that for each field of safe travel, hostile contacts can be detected, classified, and neutralized before they enter the corresponding minimum safety zone. From this proposition a set of questions can be derived.
The first question regards the commander’s ability to determine the boundaries of the field of safe travel and the minimum safety zone. We have to consider the features that shape the boundaries of the field and create a scenario where the commander must track changes in the field; poor performance here could lead to worse performance in the game overall, perhaps to loss of the ships that are to be protected. An initial scenario could be set on open water, across which the participant has to move a ship from one port to another. During the game enemy ships and aircraft are detected and then lost, and the participant must track how their potential movements influence the field. Failure to stay clear of areas where enemy units could be means a risk of being sunk. The same participant might be given units that could be used to scout these danger areas. This would complicate matters, as the participant now must keep track of both the potential movements of the enemy and how the progress of the scouting reduces the regions where the enemy can be found. To further complicate the task, islands can be added. Islands influence how enemy units can move, which leads to irregular expansion of the regions where they can go.

The second area to investigate would be the commander’s ability to organize the field of sensors to determine the boundaries of the field of safe travel. Consider the same game scenario as above, a movement task, but in an archipelagic region and with a more complex sensor setup. The participant’s surface radars can detect ships on open sea, but to detect them when they move slowly close to islands the player must move in close enough to see them. As the participant’s units move around, the islands obstruct the radars’ lines of sight, and as a result enemy units are tracked and lost intermittently. Further, an enemy may slowly move close to islands in order to slip out of radar coverage. Now, the participant must identify the enemy’s potential points of attack and either scout those areas more closely or select a route around the threat, if that is possible. The player also can, like the enemy, move “tactically”—slip into cover when threatened, or move slowly close to land, and then “rush” over open patches of water.

Next would be the ability to use the field of sensors to detect and identify enemies. Here the task is complicated by the fact that not every contact is an enemy. The scenario could envision an area where neutrals are present, though in all other respects the same as above. The participant would get a chance to establish a “normal picture” of the area; then enemies would be introduced. Now the focus is the player’s ability to determine the boundaries of the field of safe travel when there is uncertainty as to which contacts actually shape it. The neutral units slipping into and out of the different zones—detection and identification—of the field of sensors presumably complicates the task.

The above are just a few simple examples of how the model could be used to guide investigations of sea control. Still to be considered is of course the ability
to use the field of weapons to shape the field of safe travel. More complex investigations could focus on how the sensor and weapon fields are used together. For example, to get a radar-silent contact that moves among merchants to reveal its identity, the participant may illuminate it with a fire-control radar to see whether the threat of being targeted triggers defenses. Of interest is also the potential competition between different fields of safe travel. Because the participant’s units “carry” the fields, the existence of two simultaneous threats against different fields creates problems if the same unit must handle both. How does the player handle dual threats with limited resources? Still, and despite their simplicity, these examples give some idea of how the model could be used to derive hypotheses that can be investigated in the laboratory. By pointing out the variables of interest and stating what is required of a commander to solve the task, the model may extend our understanding of how to establish sea control.

COGNITION, TRAINING, AND PRACTICE
Changing the perspective to the commander makes clear what a commander can actually achieve, practically. Earlier descriptions of sea control were silent on the amount of resources needed to establish it even to a very limited degree. Looking at the problem through the eyes of the commander makes obvious the magnitude of resources required to defend only one field.

It further makes clear what the commander is required to accomplish cognitively. Today there is considerable agreement on the characteristics that distinguish the two types of cognitive processes—intuition and reasoning. Intuition is difficult to control and is typically fast, automatic, effortless, associative, and governed by habit. Reasoning, on the other hand, is deliberately controlled but slower, serial, and effortful. From a cognitive perspective, the purpose of training is to turn reasoning tasks into intuitive tasks—an expert knows immediately what to do where a beginner may require an hour to figure out a course of action. Keeping track of all relevant fields is a complex matter, and the time even the most experienced commanders need to perform it implies that establishing sea control is largely a reasoning task. This means that commanders have to create some form of cognitive representation of the task, which in turn makes them potential victims of the limitations of human reasoning.

To support commanders with tactical decision aids, one can either assist their cognitive processes in dealing with the actual problem or transform it into a perceptual-motor task that does not require mental representations. Recent research suggests that the latter approach is promising. However, transforming the task only moves the problem: now the question is not cognitive load but how good the representation is and how much the commander trusts it. Consequently, there is no “free lunch,” whatever approach we choose. Nevertheless,
transforming the task into something that does not require mental representations relieves commanders of that much and gives them time to concentrate on other aspects of the job.

There is also another issue regarding tactical decision aids: it may be possible to determine what variables to include in the field representations, but there is always uncertainty regarding their values. These uncertainties can be handled only by introducing safety margins, as drivers might handle uncertainties about their reaction times. Still, it is probably worthwhile to devise training and support systems for the sea-control task, especially for situations in which the commander has less time to react, as may be the case in littoral waters.

There has been some effort to assess how field representations could be useful as tactical decision aids. Following the line of research mentioned above, this author has investigated whether visualizing the field of safe travel would help a commander in tactical situations where enemy units were first spotted and then lost. The studies were designed as experiments and used two different tasks that the participants had to solve in a microworld. Two experiments used a search task in which the participant had to locate submarines that were trying to escape the player’s destroyers in an area with islands. Two more involved a transportation task, where the participants had to guide a transport ship from one port to another while staying clear of several submarines that would try to sink it. The decision-aid visualization that was being evaluated displayed the area where the enemies could be and expanded that area as time passed. The results suggested that the visualization was effective in both tasks and that university students and naval officers alike gained from using it. These studies are by no means a complete demonstration of a support system for the sea control task, but they give some ideas of what a tactical decision aid could look like.

The field of safe travel, it has been suggested, is applicable to all kinds of locomotion. Researchers have stated that the task facing an infant learning to walk is in principle the same as the one facing an open-field runner in football or the operator of an automobile—the basic concepts of terrain, destination, obstacle, collision, and path apply to all. A similar claim can be made when it comes to the task of establishing control over a region of space. The concepts of enemy, sensors, and weapons should be applicable, whether a convoy of trucks is to be protected against ambush or a squadron of attack aircraft is to be escorted to a target. The problem of establishing a requisite set of fields of safe travel and minimum safety zones would be the same in all those tasks. The analysis also applies to situations where the high-value units are stationary; whether they move or stand still does not influence the fields. Accordingly, it would be relevant for protecting a naval base, an archipelagic region, or a nuclear power plant.
Nevertheless, before saying anything conclusive about the generalizability of the model, it must be put to practical use. Only then can we determine its utility when it comes to extending our understanding of sea control in littoral waters.
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